Classical conditioning and cognitive determinants of subjective craving for opiates: an investigation of their relative contributions.
Subjective craving for drugs is frequently reported by detoxified addicts. Explanatory models emphasizing classical conditioning (CC) and cognitive mechanisms have been proposed, and the mechanisms postulated by the two approaches are discussed here. There are three major variants of the CC model, arguing that craving is associated with conditioned changes which are respectively drug-agonistic, opponent-process, or withdrawal reactions. The cognitive model highlights the role of 'outcome expectancies' as determinants of both appetitive and avoidant motivations. The present investigation has identified correlates of craving predicted by the above models, and tested them empirically. Detoxified opiate addicts participated in in a Craving Test requiring them to rate their craving, physical state, and emotions during exposures to both neutral and drug-related material. Other measures, including personality and outcome expectancies for drug use, were also taken, and interrelationships among the variables were explored statistically. Whilst some of the predictions of the CC formulations were borne out, the cognitive model received more consistent support. The theoretical and treatment implications of these data are considered.